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WATER CHILLER
H EA V Y  D U T Y

YOU MAKE YOUR PROFIT, WE SERVE YOUR SUCCESS

Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our 
customers in all types of industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food 
industry and more. We provide customized water cooling solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage 
involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an efficient process.
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Industrial air cooling chamber is used for supplying cooled air to air ring of the blown film extrusion line. Compared with the 
traditional chiller plus heat exchanger system way, cooling the air by direct expansion of refrigerant would save more energy. 
Regardless of environmental conditions, air chiller could keep the air temperature consistent with ambient temperature, which is 

very important for the processing of plastic on a film blowing production line.

INDUSTRIAL AIR COOLING SYSTEM
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Air Cooled Air Chiller

With sufficient safety devices including current overload 
protection, high and low pressure protector system, electronic 

time delay, and also visual system on failure display

First hand well-known brand compressor, high-efficiency 
finned condenser and evaporator combination, strong 

cooling capacity, quiet and power saving

MicrocomputerMicrocomputer full-function control, LCD display, easy to 
operate, intuitive, accurately controlling the outlet air 

temperature within 5-30°C

Equipped with automatic defrost function, effectively reducing 
energy consumption

LCD screen displays the outlet temperature of the cold air and 
the set temperature

AirAir inlet designed with filter device, convenient for 
maintenance and cleaning

Industrial design, compact structure, tidy appearance
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Industrial air cooling chamber is used for supplying cooled air to air ring of the blown film extrusion line. Compared with the 
traditional chiller plus heat exchanger system way, cooling the air by direct expansion of refrigerant would save more energy. 
Regardless of environmental conditions, air chiller could keep the air temperature consistent with ambient temperature, which is 

very important for the processing of plastic on a film blowing production line.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Air Cooled Screw Chiller

With sufficient safety devices including current overload 
protection, high and low pressure protector system, 
electronic time delay, and also visual system on failure 
display

FirstFirst hand well-known brand compressor, high-efficiency 
finned condenser and evaporator combination, strong 
cooling capacity, quiet and power saving

Microcomputer full-function control, LCD display, easy to 
operate, intuitive, accurately controlling the outlet air 
temperature within 5-30°C
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Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our customers in all types of 
industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food industry and more. We provide customized water cooling 
solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an 

efficient process.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Water Cooled Screw Chiller

Adopted world famous branded semi-hermetic compressors for 
long term reliable and efficient running

Compressor runs with no stage limits to realize stageless 
continuous adjustment of cooling capacity in between 25%-100% 
power loaded and maintaining stable outputs

OShellOShell and tube condenser adopts high-precision external 
threaded copper tube design with larger heat exchanging area 
for higher efficiency and maximizing system performance

OAdopted the latest generation PLC controller to realize precision 
control of the unit, ensuring efficient and stable running, etc.
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Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our customers in all types of 
industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food industry and more. We provide customized water cooling 
solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an 

efficient process.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Water Chiller With Convertor

The convertor can reduce the rushing water by start-up. The 
DC link can lower the harmonic interference to the minimum. 
There is also a low harmonic filter which can provide 
overheat protection and capacitance switching.

It also adopts the converting drive technology which can 
maximize the loading efficiency and the loading 
performance level can reach 10.

TheThe converter follows the chiller start-up. It's simplified, 
reliable and handy for installation.

The new PLC controller can exquisitely controls the chiller by 
its performance.



Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our customers in all types of 
industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food industry and more. We provide customized water cooling 
solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an 

efficient process.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Explosion-Proof Water Chiller

The explosion proof water chiller is adopted with a series 
of explosion-proof devices and components.

The chiller can be used in all flammable and 
combustible circumstances like petrochemical, 
metallurgical, pharmaceutical and defense industries.

The chiller capacity can be vary from 30HP-720HP or 
even tailor made for customers.



Industrial Chillers are widely used in many industries like plastic and rubber manufacturing, electronic productions, electroplating, 
medical chemistry, ultrasonic cooling and printing business, etc. It could accurately provide needed temperature for modern 
industrial manufacturing and largely improve efficiency and product quality. Industrial Chillers are with simple operation, 
reasonable design and superior quality with more than one hundred different models, which are the best choice for modern 

industries.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Separate Cooled Chiller

Regarding to high power industrial chiller, screw type 
chiller is available.

Screw type chiller adopts screw compressor with high 
efficiency, low noise, durable service, reliable operation.

Products that have high performance can be relied 
upon, equipped with the latest technology that can fully 
support your business



DIAGRAM
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Industrial chillers are widely used in plastics, electronics manufacturing, electroplating, pharmaceutical and chemical, ultrasonic 
cooling, printing and other industrial productions. It can precisely control the temperature required for modern industrial manufacturing 
and largely improve efficiency and product quality. It is the best choice for modern industries with simple operation, reasonable design 
and superior quality and over one hundred different models. It is to provide a cooling process in plastic molding, to improve quality of 
molded products and shorten period of injection molding cycles. Hence maximizes productivity of plastic molding manufacturing.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Water/Air Cooled Chiller

With the combination of famous brand compressors, high 
efficient shell and tube condensers/finned condensers
and shell and tube evaporators, excellent cooling, quiet with low 
electric consumption.

Advanced microcomputer LCD chiller controller, simultaneously 
displays the cold water outlet and the set
temperature,temperature, easy to operate with accuracy of controlling water 
temperature within 3°C to 50°C.

Current overload protection, high and low pressure protection 
system and electronic time delay, and an abnormal
visual display system.
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Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our customers in all types of 
industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food industry and more. We provide customized water cooling 
solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an 

efficient process.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Chiller (Environmental R407/R410A)

Well selected world class famous hermetic scroll compressor, 
with lower noise and less vibration, efficient and energy saving

Environment-friendly refrigerant R407C, R134A, R410A, etc., no 
harm to the ozone field

lnternational well-known brand electrical appliances ensure 
stable running of the machine

Well-knownWell-known brand pumps, with large working range, low noise, 
reliable performance and no leakage and maintenance-free

high-quality stainless steel heat preservation water tank and 
heat preservation piping system ensure pure water quality and 

handy for cleaning and maintenance

Cooling Capacity range from 2KW-2500KW, with various 
models, can fully meet the demands of industrial production

EuropeanEuropean designed exterior with electrostatic spray coating, 
compact structure and elegant appearance
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Water Chillers combine stable function, energy efficiency and easy maintenance to meet the needs of our customers in all types of 
industries: from plastics, electronics, mechanical and chemical to the food industry and more. We provide customized water cooling 
solutions with Four Stages of Cooling. Each stage involves a specific cooling process for different water temperatures to allow for an 

efficient process.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Cold & Hot Temperature Controllers

Current overload protection, high and low pressure protection 
system, over temperature protection and electronic time 

delay, and an abnormal visual display system

Easily to shift quickly from cooling and heating process with 
one-press operation based on production needs, 

temperature control maintains within +2°C

WorldWorld class well-known brand compressors, lower noise and 
vibration levels, high efficiency and energy saving

lnternationally well-known brands
of electrical appliances

Electric heating, with fast
the heating speed
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Industrial chillers are widely used in plastics, electronics manufacturing, electroplating, pharmaceutical and chemical, ultrasonic 
cooling, printing and other industrial productions. It can precisely control the temperature required for modern industrial manufacturing 
and largely improve efficiency and product quality. It is the best choice for modern industries with simple operation, reasonable design 
and superior quality and over one hundred different models. It is to provide a cooling process in plastic molding, to improve quality of 
molded products and shorten period of injection molding cycles. Hence maximizes productivity of plastic molding manufacturing.

BEST INDUSTRIAL WATER CHILLER
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Low Temperature Chiller (-10°C)

Adopted world class famous compressor for low-temperature 
refrigeration

Various refrigerant such as R404A,R410A,R22,R407C etc. can meet 
different refrigeration temperature or environmental protection 
requirements

OptionsOptions for temperature range: chilled water between -5 °C ~ -30 
°C (depending on production needs to adopt different system 
configurations)

Designed for 24 hours non-stop working condition to provide 
continuous cold source for all kinds of production processes
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LOW TEMPERATURE WATER CHILLER
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LOW TEMPERATURE WATER CHILLER
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LOW TEMPERATURE AIR COOLED CHILLER

SPECIFICATION 3OF  4 (T=-25O C)
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LOW TEMPERATURE AIR COOLED CHILLER

SPECIFICATION 4OF  4 (T=-25O C)
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